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BOOT & GLOVE DRYER
WET HAND & FOOTWEAR

HOTRONIC’S SNAPDRY SYSTEM

Wet outside conditions often contribute to damp, even
drenched, hand and footwear. At the same time, moisture
buildup from perspiration contributes significantly as well.
Once damp, hands and feet can become uncomfortable,
even cold. If damp conditions persist, increases in
bacterial and fungal growth can cause unpleasant health
conditions for hands and feet and further their discomfort.

Hotronic’s Snapdry Boot & Glove Dryer offers quick, quiet,
drying and pre-warming of hand and footwear. Designed
with the strength of its patented “Quick Clip” system and a
long lasting motor, the Snapdry Boot & Glove Dryer also
travels well, wherever one goes, worldwide.

DRY HAND & FOOTWEAR
By providing the gentle air and heat of Hotronic’s
Snapdry Boot & Glove Dryer, damp conditions from
moisture buildup are reversed deep within the hand and
footwear materials. A dry, comfortable, healthy
environment is created.
Using Hotronic’s Snapdry Boot & Glove Dryer on a
consistent basis maximizes the potential for dry,
comfortable, healthy hands and feet.

FROM THE INSIDE
What happens inside hand and footwear is easily felt and
understood but is not easily quantified. The following
offers some perspective as to why hand and footwear are
often damp and cold.
“Feet perspire more than any other part of your body
except your head and hands. Each foot perspires about ¼
cup (0.6 dl) of water a day at rest and one full cup (0.24 lt)
when active.” (W.L. Gore and Associates, 1994)
“Wet conductive heat loss is 23 times greater than dry
heat loss.” (W.L. Gore and Associates, 1994)
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BOOT & GLOVE DRYER
QUIET AND TIMELY

DRIES AND PRE-WARMS

Snapdry’s quiet, long lasting motor
maximizes the Dryer’s use at any time,
any season, day or night. Plus, the builtin timer provides up to a maximum of 24
hours drying time. Turn it on and rest
assured. The power indicator light
further confirms the Dryer is on or off at
a quick glance.

Using gentle air and heat,
Snapdry’s Boot & Glove Dryer
quietly dries and pre-warms
all types and sizes of hand
and footwear. Dries within
one to five hours. Pre-warms
in 30 to 60 minutes keeping
hands and feet warmer longer
by enhancing circulation.

QUICK AND STRONG

Wire Form
"Quick Clip" System
Upper Air
Deflector

Snapdry’s patented “Quick Clip” system
inserts in seconds into boots, shoes,
gloves, and mittens. The “Quick Clip”
system holds hand and footwear upright
and together while strengthening and
protecting the upper air deflector from
damage.

In-Use

TRAVELS WELL

Prior to Use

Wherever one goes worldwide, the Snapdry Boot & Glove
Dryer simplifies travel with a dual voltage selector switch
(120V/230V). The Dryer also packs conveniently inside
one’s boots or the included storage bag.

HEALTHY HANDS AND FEET
Utilizing the integrated
hand wear stand,
Snapdry’s Boot & Glove
Dryer dries hand and
footwear separately to
minimize potential transfer
of bacteria and fungi
between hand and
footwear. When used
consistently, the Dryer
minimizes potential
bacterial and fungal growth by maintaining a dry,
comfortable, healthy environment for hands and feet.
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